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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers is building a new complex integration to a legacy system. the legacy system is also going through
a major upgrade. Senior leadership has committed to the board that the combined programs will be completed on time.
What is the risk with this plan? 

A. The deadline is scheduled during a Salesforce release 

B. The project team has decided to use the Waterfall methodology 

C. The legacy system team is using an Agile methodology 

D. Multiple work -streams with dependencies could impact the go-live 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) recently acquired Eastern Trail Outfitters (ETO). NTO\\'s sales leadership team had
hands-on experience with the ETO\\'s Sales Optimization app and have given the feedback that the app would benefit
NTO\\'s sales team. 

Which option should the architect recommend for having ETO\\'s Sales Optimization app in NTO\\'s Salesforce org in
the shortest possible time? 

A. Create a managed package of the app and deploy in NTO\\'s org. 

B. Create an unmanaged package of the app and deploy in NTO\\'s org. 

C. Create users in ETO\\'s org and provide access to NTO\\'s sales team. 

D. Create a core team and build the Sales Optimization app in NTO\\'s org. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) development team is using an Agile tool to track the status of build items, but only in terms of
stages. UC is not able to track any effort estimates, log any hours worked, or keep track of remaining effort. For what
reasons should UC consider using the agile tool for effort tracking? 

A. Allows the organization to track the Developers work hours for salary compensation purposes. 

B. Allows the management team to make critical timeline commitments based solely on developer estimates. 

C. Allows the Developer to compare their effort, estimates and actuals to better adjust their future estimates. 

D. Allows the management team to manage the performance of bad developers who are slacking off. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

There are many types of quality assurance techniques that can help minimize defects in software projects. 

Which two techniques should an architect recommend, for Universal Containers to incorporate into its overall CI/CD
pipeline? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Business verification testing 

B. Stress testing 

C. Automated browser testing 

D. Static code quality analysis 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers is a Salesforce AppExchange partner and they are planning to launch recommended that they use
a partner development org for development. New app. 

The technical architect 

What are the three benefits of using a partner development org over an individual development org in this scenario? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Partner development org has a greater number of licenses available for the team. 

B. Partner development org offers higher API limit. 

C. Only partner development org supports managed beta testing. 

D. Partner development org never expires. 

E. Partner development org offers more storage. 

Correct Answer: ABE  
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